A Pastor in the Ministry for 15 Years Becomes Saved!

Below is the testimony of a pastor who recently became saved after serving 15 years in the ministry. This establishes once again how serious the 48% problem is, and why the Lord told me to never go into any church and assume the pastor is saved! This testimony reveals how important it is to understand the Mechanics of Salvation section of the movies and the writings on this site.

The Testimony of Pastor JERICHO DUMAPIAS - Philippines (March, 2007)

*We asked if we could use his testimony.*

Dear Roy,

... YES, use my testimony, share it (with) others, make books of it. It is (a) real happening, a real event, a testimony of truth. The truth that set me free, my family, friends, church members and many others. That is what is burning in my heart, to tell them the truth, that almost all of the church goers (are) not yet saved, and (that they can) come to the real way of salvation.

You know Roy, until now, many have ever desired to sit down and want to listen to you. They want you to come and to conduct seminars about this new revelation of the truth that (has) shaken our place today. Once again, thank you very much. ...

First e-mail testimony:

Dear Roy,

I was saved last night by understanding what GOD told you about the traditional salvation (message) which we have. As I shared this truth (with) some of our leaders, church members, and pastors they were shaken, their old belief was shaken. That also happened to me, for we believed before that the way we received the LORD JESUS was right, that repeat after me worked. BUT NOW I UNDERSTAND. I said last night as I read the booklets (that) I was born again. For over 15 years (I have been) serving God, not knowing my ways (led) to hell. WITH ALL OF MY HEART (I AM) SAYing, “Thank you, LORD, for using you (RS) as the instrument of my salvation.” Now there is no doubt that I am saved.

Take His Heart to the World Ministries
Roy Sauzek

-------------

We believe the best understanding is obtained by watching the Salvation section of the movies and reading the Mechanics of Salvation section on this site. [http://www.takehisheart.com](http://www.takehisheart.com)